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Intervention 2: Facebook Sponsored Advertising
Standard Operating Procedures
Background
Colorado Department of Human Services (CDHS), Division of Child Support Services (CSS)
selected Facebook sponsored advertising as the medium for its second digital marketing
intervention.
Two advertisements were created to run through the CDHS Facebook account from January 6,
2020 – March 31, 2020.
CSS, marketing consultant Spearca Communications and evaluator Center for Policy Research
(CPR) worked closely with the CSS digital marketing grant advisory board, the CDHS Family
Voice Council (FVC) and CDHS Communications to create and approve the Facebook creative.
Because CSS did not have a standalone Facebook account at the time of the intervention, CDHS
Communications gave Spearca access to the CDHS Facebook account. Spearca then set up and
tracked the campaigns associated with the intervention.
This document outlines the standard operating procedures followed for reviewing, clearing and
tracking messages and creative elements used in CSS’ Facebook intervention.

What to Expect with Facebook Sponsored Advertising
According to a 2019 Statista report, 79% of U.S. adults between the ages of 30 to 49 use
Facebook. The platform is the most widely used social media channel among adults worldwide.
Facebook users frequently check their accounts multiple times per day, which provides
advertisers with ample opportunities to reach their target audiences.
Facebook ads allow organizations to build specific audiences to which their product or service
is appealing. A highly-targeted approach, via age, gender, race and ethnicity and interests, is
critical to the success of a campaign.
The structure of Facebook newsfeeds is designed for easy clicks. Depending on the final
creative and targeting approach, click-through rates will be high. However, clicks do not
always equate to conversions. Conversions are dependent upon the service or product being
advertised as well as the ease involved in enrolling in the service or purchasing the product.
Child support and the decision to enroll in services is a multifaceted, interpersonal, family and
administrative process, often triggered by challenging family circumstances. The decision to
initiate the enrollment process is not always immediate.
Because Facebook is set up to build a community among users, comments should be expected
with all Facebook sponsored ads. Previous research conducted by the public relations firm
Ogilvy for California Department of Child Support Services highlighted the shame and social

stigma people feel about child support. The topic of child support in a public forum may arouse
polarizing and extreme consumer responses. If individuals have had a negative experience with
child support in the past, they may be inclined to post a negative comment on a Facebook ad.
A child support agency utilizing Facebook advertising should expect to receive positive and
negative comments and have a strategy in place for responses and/or other interventions.

Identification of Targeting Approach
During the initial digital marketing grant planning period, CSS identified six counties to receive
advertisements during its digital marketing interventions. These counties were identified by
geographic location (urban/rural) and their participation in CSS’ 2-Gen Transformation Project.
The 2-Gen Transformation Project utilizes environmental and program characteristics that
facilitate a shift from enforcement-based child support efforts to a family-centered approach.

users

This is a proactive focus on creating resources for the whole
family as a strategy to prevent non-payment and encourage
positive participation in the child support system, while
integrating positive parenting and co-parenting education.

The selected counties for participation in the digital marketing interventions included:
• Adams
• Arapahoe
• Boulder
• Delta
• Denver
• Montrose

To reach Colorado residents in these counties who did not have open child support cases, the
team analyzed U.S. Census Bureau data to identify zip codes with a higher number of single
parent households. That data was then cross-referenced with administrative data from CSS
identifying zip codes in the targeted counties with a low-uptake of child support services.
Zip codes where the rate of participation in child support services was low relative to the
overall number of single parent households were prioritized for Facebook during the second
intervention. To reach this specific population within the selected counties, the number
of existing CSS custodial parents in each zip code was compared with the number of single
parents reported in the U.S. Census Bureau’s American Community Survey to identify areas of
low utilization of services. With this approach, the intervention was targeted to 62 Colorado
zip codes.

Within Facebook, the team decided to target the advertisements even further to reach Englishspeaking women between the ages of 30 to 45 with relationship statuses listed as unspecified
(unmarried), single, divorced, separated and ‘it’s complicated’. Information gleaned from both the
baseline period and the first intervention indicated most child support applications in Colorado are
made by female custodial parents with a mean age of 34 with 1.4 children, aged 7 to 8.

Marketing Objectives of the Facebook Ad Campaigns
Several marketing objectives were also established during the pre-intervention planning
period, including:
1. Increase the number of people in the target audiences that visit the CSS website and the
Apply for Services page.
2. Increase the number of child support applications submitted by 2% over a baseline of a
comparable period in the previous year.
3. Enhance the image of CSS among the target audiences as a valuable service provider.

Developing the Facebook Ad Campaigns
Designing the Facebook Ad
Facebook offers several design options for advertising campaigns.
• Image ads
• Video ads
• Video poll ads
• Carousel ads (these ads use up to 10 images or videos to showcase a product or service)
• Slideshow ads (short videos using still photos, text or existing video footage)
• Collection ads (a collection of products featured in mobile ads for viewers to click to buy)
• Lead ads (used to collect newsletter subscriptions or signing up for a trial service)
• Dynamic ads (used by Facebook to compile different creative assets into one ad)
• Facebook Messenger ads (These ads feature a call-to-action button that opens a Messenger
conversation with the Facebook page, allowing a viewer to communicate with a customer
service representative).
• Facebook Stories ads (full-screen, vertical video format ads)
• Playable ads (video gaming ads to increase interactivity)

The CSS team selected single image ads as the design option for the Facebook intervention.
All Facebook ads are required to have an image. Single image ads are ideal to increase brand
awareness, engagement/traffic and reach. According to a 2015 Facebook for Business report,

a series of image-only ads outperformed other ad formats in driving unique website traffic.
Without existing video assets and with a need to drive traffic to the Apply for Services
webpage, image ads offered the greatest potential for impact.
Facebook ads include several components:
• Primary text. This is the text above the image in the ad. It should include brand
messaging designed to entice viewers into completing the desired call to action. There is a
recommended character count range of 125 – 130 characters.
• Image. The image appears below the post text.
• Website URL. This is the destination website the ad will direct viewers to.
• Headline. Placed below the website link, the ad headline provides another opportunity
to reinforce the ad’s overall message. Headlines have a recommended range of 25 – 45
characters.
• Link description. Facebook will automatically pull a cached description of 30 characters
from the linked website to appear here.
• Call to action. This is the driver for what an organization wants a viewer to do once they
visit a website.
Primary Text for CSS Ads
CSS elected to run two different Facebook ads for the second intervention.
The goal of the first Facebook ad was to position CSS as a family-centered agency and highlight
the range of services available to parents when they open a child support case. Because an
Infographic checklist was designed as the image for the first ad, the primary text served to
generate interest in reading the list of services. A probing introductory question was used to
connect Facebook viewers to their potential need for child support.
Creative Group 1 (Infographic - Help) Final Primary Text:
Do you need help getting child support? By opening a case with the Colorado Child
Support Services Program, you can access many services to support your family.
The same probing question was used in the second ad to provide consistency between the
creative groups. The second sentence highlighted the ease and affordability of opening a child
support case with CSS versus a private attorney.
Creative Group 2 (Apply for Services - Options) Final Primary Text:
Do you need help getting child support? The Colorado Child Support Services Program
can start an order and/or collect child support for a one-time application fee of $20.

Images for CSS Ads
Facebook provides detailed specifications for all images used in sponsored ads:
• 1200 x 628 Pixels - Recommended Image Size
To promote the various services available to Colorado parents when they open a child support case,
CSS approved an image featuring three key child support services for the first Facebook ad. Included
in the design is a mom standing with her two children. A woman was selected as the featured parent
because the majority of custodial parents served by CSS are women. Final image below.
Creative Group #1 Image

Spearca conducted an extensive stock imagery search to select a photo for the second Facebook
ad. CSS ultimately selected an image of two brothers hugging each other. Feedback from internal
stakeholders revealed a need to only include children in the photo to not alienate mothers or
fathers who might be interested in applying for child support services. This particular image also
positioned CSS as a supportive, family-centered agency. Final image below.
Creative Group #2 Image

Comparing Facebook Ad Text and Imagery
Facebook has found that images containing less than 20% text perform better. The
platform prioritizes images over text in its advertising options. Prior to late-September
2020, Facebook required all ad designs to be 80% imagery and 20% text. If an image had
too much text, the Facebook algorithm would limit the number of people it would be
served to. While Facebook is no longer penalizing advertisers for having higher amounts
of image text in their ads, the platform continues to encourage short, clear and concise
text to improve ad performance.
Both CSS Facebook ads were designed with minimal text in the image area. Text was
incorporated only to highlight key design elements and primary text. The CSS logo was not
included in the first ad because the text in the lock-up would take up too much space in
the image.
Website URL
One marketing objective of the Facebook intervention was to increase the number of
people who visit the Apply for Services page. As such, both ads linked to the Apply for
Services URL: https://childsupport.state.co.us/apply-services
Headline
The headline is the probing question that appears next to the call to action. According
to a 2018 report from Wordstream, five-word or less headlines result in greater ad
engagement, including comments, reactions and shares. The first ad featured a more
general headline to accompany the brand awareness call to action.
Creative Group 1 (Infographic – Help) Headline: We can help you.
A more direct headline was crafted for the second ad as its call to action incorporated a
conversion option.
Creative Group 2 (Apply for Services - Options) Headline: Find out your options.
Link Description
The link description is a brief line of text describing the website being linked to from the
Facebook ad. Facebook will pull this description automatically from a cached version of
the website. Advertisers do have the option of removing the link description from the
Facebook ad to eliminate cluttered text. Spearca followed that process in creating the
CSS Facebook ads.

Call to Action
Facebook offers several call to action options for sponsored ad campaigns. These are
structured as link boxes in an ad to provide direction to viewers interested in clicking to learn
more. Current common Facebook call to actions include:
• Download

• Message Us

• Learn More

• Subscribe

• Apply Now

• Get Quote

• Contact Us

• Sign Up

• Book Now

The CSS team planned to test differences in engagement between a brand awareness
call to action, Learn More, and a conversion call to action, Apply Now, during the
Facebook intervention.
Creative Group 1 (Infographic – Help) Call to Action: Learn More
Creative Group 2 (Apply for Services - Options) Call to Action: Apply Now
Final Facebook creative is included below.
Creative Group #1 – Infographic – Help

2

Do you need help getting child support? By opening a
case with the Colorado Child Support Services Program,
you can access many services to support your family.

-

Locate a parent
Collect child support
Change an order

Locate a parent

Creative Group #2 – Apply for Services – Options

Do you need help getting child support? The Colorado Child
Support Services Program can start an order and/or collect
child support for a one-time application fee of $20.

�

Collect child
support �
Change an order

childsupport.state.co.us

We can help you.

EDIT

Learn More

childsupport.state.co.us

Find out your options.

Apply Now

Internal Review Process for Facebook Ads
CSS established a digital marketing grant advisory board prior to the start of the first
intervention. This board consisted of representatives from counties participating in the digital
marketing grant, CSS state-level employees and other CDHS departmental staff. The board met
monthly prior to the launch of the Facebook intervention to discuss CSS’ targeting approach
and creative development.
A unique element of CSS’ digital marketing project is the involvement of the CDHS Family
Voice Council (FVC). The FVC is made up of 20 members who have been involved with, or
are currently engaging in, two CDHS services or programs. Council members come together
monthly to learn, give input and ultimately affect positive systems change. Several FVC
members have direct experience with the child support program or work with clients who have
child support orders.
Spearca and CSS presented to the FVC multiple times during the Facebook intervention
planning period. This group served as a focus group for the Facebook advertisements,
reviewing ad designs, giving input on proposed stock photography, and providing feedback on
the proposed primary text.
The CSS Facebook ads went through 10 iterations based on feedback from those participating
in the project.

MICROPHONE

Engaging and listening to the voices of families is a guiding principle
of two generation programming. Input from the FVC, along with the
digital marketing grant advisory board and CDHS Communications, was
invaluable in Spearca’s work to develop effective creative messages.

Setting up the Facebook Ad Campaign
Identifying an Objective for the Facebook Ad Campaign
Prior to setting up a Facebook ad campaign, the advertiser must identify its marketing
objective. Facebook offers 11 different objectives based on a business’ marketing goals.
• Brand awareness: Introduce a brand to a new audience.
• Reach: Expose the ad to as many people in the advertiser’s audience as possible.
• Traffic: Drive traffic to a specific website, app or Facebook Messenger conversation.
• Engagement: Reach a wide audience to increase the number of post engagements or Page
likes, increase attendance at an event, or encourage people to claim a special offer.
• App installs: Promote the installation of different apps.
• Video views: Encourage video views on Facebook Watch.
• Lead generation: Move new prospects into a sales funnel.

• Messages: Encourage people to contact a business and communicate with customer service
representatives using Facebook Messenger.
• Conversions: Get people to take a specific action on a website (such as subscribing to a
newsletter or buying a product), within an app or in Facebook Messenger.
• Catalog sales: Connect Facebook ads to your product catalog to show people ads for the
products they are most likely to want to buy.
• Store traffic: Drive nearby customers to bricks-and-mortar stores.

Because the goal of CSS’ Facebook intervention was to drive traffic to the Apply for Services
webpage and increase the number of child support applications submitted, Traffic was selected
as the marketing objective for the campaign.
Steps to Load the Ad Campaign in Facebook
The instructions below follow the step-by-step process used to create the six CSS Facebook
campaigns that ran during the second intervention. At the time of this intervention, CSS did
not operate its own standalone Facebook page. Instead, the Facebook ad campaigns were set
up to run through the CDHS Facebook account. These instructions can be used in any Facebook
business, brand or organization account.
1. While logged into the CDHS account (or Facebook
Business Manager), click Create, then Ad

2. Under Create New Campaign, select Traffic, within
the Consideration box, as the Marketing Objective.
Selecting Traffic as the Marketing Objective will
create a campaign that encourages people to visit
a website to learn more.

3. Name the campaign. There are six separate
campaigns scheduled to run in this intervention,
so there are six specific campaign names. The
campaign names are as follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

CDHS
CDHS
CDHS
CDHS
CDHS
CDHS

Child
Child
Child
Child
Child
Child

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

- Adams County
- Arapahoe County
- Boulder County
- Delta County
- Denver County
- Montrose County

FACEBOOK TIP:
Separate campaigns were created to track
performance of the ads in each county
selected for participation in the digital
marketing grant. Creating one campaign
would not allow for isolation of data within
the selected counties and zip codes.

4. Do not select A/B Testing
FACEBOOK TIP:
The intent of the Facebook intervention was
to compare the performance of the two ads
against each other throughout the duration of
the intervention. Selecting A/B testing would
result in Facebook automatically increasing
the impressions and reach of whichever ad
was performing best.

5. Identify the lifetime campaign budget. $900
was selected as the lifetime campaign budget
for five of the campaigns in this intervention –
Adams, Arapahoe, Boulder and Denver. $511 was
selected as the lifetime budget for the Delta and
Montrose County campaigns. The total budget was
$4,622.67.

6. Select lowest cost for campaign bid strategy.
This allows advertisers to get the most results
for their budget.

FACEBOOK TIP:
Facebook requires a minimum advertising
spend of $1.00 per day. Selecting a lifetime
campaign budget allows the budget to be
spread evenly throughout the campaign
period, including different times of day when
users are more likely to engage with the ad.
The campaign budgets were set adjusted
based on the population of the counties
participating in the digital marketing grant.
Larger counties were allocated a greater
budget. This budget set allowed for the ads
to appear approximately 10 times in the news
feeds of the identified target audiences.
Facebook provides estimated impression
and frequency reach when the location and
demographic targeting elements are added to
the campaign set up.

7. Select website as the location to drive traffic to
8. Leave dynamic creative and offer off
9. Select Create New Audience

10.

Leave Custom Audiences blank

11.

 nder locations, select People Who Live in this
U
Location

12.

S elect United States for the location and then
add zip codes for each county

13.

Select ages 30 – 45 for each campaign

14.

Select women for gender

15.

Select English (US) for language

16.

 nder Detailed Targeting, click Demographics,
U
then Relationship Status. Select the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Divorced
Single
It’s Complicated
Separated
Unspecified

FACEBOOK TIP:
Dynamic creative combines different pieces
of creative assets – post text, images,
headlines and link descriptions – into
different ad sets. Because the CSS creative
was set from the start of the campaign, this
was unnecessary.

FACEBOOK TIP:
Facebook allows for the creation of Custom
Audiences for sponsored ad campaigns.
Custom Audiences should be used when
targeting an ad to people who have
similar interests to people who follow an
organization’s page or create a remarketing
campaign to reach people who have
previously interacted with a campaign.
Selecting New Audience ensures that the
ad will reach people who may have never
interacted with an organization/page before.

FACEBOOK TIP:
CSS chose to narrow its demographic
targeting even further based on relationship
status, assuming that these types of
relationships are more likely to be associated
with single parents.

17.

 nder Connections, Facebook Pages, click
U
“Exclude People Who Like Your Page”

FACEBOOK TIP:
By excluding people who like your page, a
campaign is more likely to reach people who
have never interacted with CSS.
Hootsuite provides this additional guidance
into utilizing Detailed Targeting and
Connections for Facebook sponsored
advertising campaigns.

18.

Placements, Select Edit Placements

19.

Click on All Device Types

20.

Under Platforms, select the following:
a.
b.

Facebook: Feeds, Marketplace
Messenger: Inbox

21.

S elect All Mobile Devices for Specific Mobile
Devices & Operating Systems

22.

S elect start and end dates for the campaign.
Start: January 6, 2020. End: March 31, 2020.

23.

In Create Ad, use the same names as selected
for the Campaign names. The advertising
creative should be pulled at random for use in
each county.

FACEBOOK TIP:
These platforms were selected based on
the structure of the ads. Other ads in video
formats or ads designed to solicit twoway conversations with customer service
representatives could utilize Facebook
videos/stories. Instagram was not selected
for the CSS campaign. Audience Network
serves ads on other websites outside of the
Facebook platform.

24.

Select Colorado Department of Human Services as the Facebook Page for the Identity

25.

Select Single Image or Video for Format

26.

 pload the appropriate image for the campaign. The two ads were assigned to the county
U
groupings at random.

27.

Select Website as the Link Type for all ads

28.

Enter the Primary Text, Website URL, Headline & Call to Action for the selected ad.

29.

 lick Confirm. Facebook will then review and approve the ad campaigns to run based
C
on the parameters selected. A notification will be issued when the ads are approved or
denied. A Facebook ad may be denied if it falls within Facebook’s Prohibited Content.

Facebook Ad Tracking
Digital Marketing Metrics
CSS evaluation partner Center for Policy Research analyzed the following Facebook metrics to
develop the evaluation report for the second intervention.
FACEBOOK METRICS
Click

Clicking on the call to action button or other interaction with the
advertisement

Impressions

Number of times advertisement displayed

Reach

Number of unique Facebook accounts reached

Click Through Ratio (CTR)

Number of clicks relative to impressions (Clicks/Impressions)

Cost per Click

Cost of advertising by click (Cost/Click)

Tracking Campaign Performance in Facebook
Facebook provides detailed tracking mechanisms for advertising campaigns. The CDHS
Facebook account was used to track weekly campaign performance throughout the intervention
period. Spearca Communications followed these steps to pull relevant data:
1. Once logged into the CDHS Facebook account, select Manage Ads from the drop-down menu.
2. Click on Ads Manager to pull up all CSS Facebook ads.
3. Each campaign will be listed in the menu in the order it was created.
4. The main campaign page provides a snapshot into each campaign’s total budget, unique
reach, impressions, link clicks, amount spent and cost per click.
5. To view a graphical display of campaign performance, demographics and ad delivery over
time, click View Charts. Example report for the Denver County campaign on the next page.

To view the reactions and comments associated with Facebook ads, follow these steps:
1. While logged into Facebook Ads Manager check the box next to the chosen ad, then
click Edit (under the ad name) to open the side panel.
2. Click

above the ad preview on the right.

3. In the drop-down menu, under See Post, select Facebook post with comments.
4. Facebook will open listing the posts with people’s reactions.

Establishing a Process to Review & Address Comments on Facebook Ads
Facebook ads promote two-way communication. Positive and negative comments should
be expected.
To better understand the experiences of individuals who posted comments on the CSS
Facebook ads, Spearca created a Google Sheet to track all comments. This sheet, shared
with key members of the CSS team, was categorized by the following:
1. Campaign (county) name
2. Name of the person commenting
3. The comment posted on the Facebook ad
4. Child support case number associated with the person commenting
5. Specific details of that child support case, if necessary
Once a comment was posted on a CSS Facebook ad, the CSS team investigated whether the
individual was associated with a child support case in Colorado and the outcome of his or her
case. If necessary, CSS forwarded the comment and case insight to the appropriate county
child support office for follow-up. The county child support office was asked to reach out to
the individual directly instead of CSS publicly responding to a Facebook comment.

HAND-HOLDING-HEART

CSS is committed to a family-centered service approach. Its process to
review and address comments made on the Facebook ads highlights the
importance of engaging with clients to understand their experience with
the child support program. In the future, the division plans to continue
this process to review all comments made on CSS Facebook posts/ads.

